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Abstract

Autonomous vehicles have become the forefront of the automotive
industry nowadays, looking to have safer and more efficient transporta-
tion systems. One of the main issues for every autonomous vehicle con-
sists in being aware of its position and the presence of obstacles along its
path. The current project addresses the pose and terrain mapping prob-
lem integrating a visual odometry method and a mapping technique. An
RGB-D camera, the Kinect v2 from Microsoft, was chosen as sensor for
capturing information from the environment. It was connected to an
Intel® mini-PC for real-time processing. Both pieces of hardware were
mounted on-board of a four-wheeled research concept vehicle (RCV) to
test the feasibility of the current solution at outdoor locations. The
Robot Operating System (ROS) was used as development environment
with C++ as programming language. The visual odometry strategy
consisted in a frame registration algorithm called Adaptive Iterative
Closest Keypoint (AICK) based on Iterative Closest Point (ICP) using
Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) as image keypoint extrac-
tor. A grid-based local costmap rolling window type was implemented
to have a two-dimensional representation of the obstacles close to the
vehicle within a predefined area, in order to allow further path planning
applications.

Experiments were performed both offline and in real-time to test
the system at indoors and outdoors scenarios. The results confirmed
the viability of using the designed framework to keep tracking the pose
of the camera and detect objects in indoor environments. However,
outdoor environments evidenced the limitations of the features of the
RGB-D sensor, making the current system configuration unfeasible for
outdoor purposes.



Referat
Terrängkartläggning för autonoma fordon

Autonoma fordon har blivit spetsen för bilindustrin i dag i sökan-
det efter säkrare och effektivare transportsystem. En av de viktigas-
te sakerna för varje autonomt fordon består i att vara medveten om
sin position och närvaron av hinder längs vägen. Det aktuella projek-
tet behandlar position och riktning samt terrängkartläggningsproble-
met genom att integrera en visuell distansmätnings och kartläggnings-
metod. RGB-D kameran Kinect v2 från Microsoft valdes som sensor
för att samla in information från omgivningen. Den var ansluten till
en Intel® mini PC för realtidsbehandling. Båda komponenterna mon-
terades på ett fyrhjuligt forskningskonceptfordon (RCV) för att testa
genomförbarheten av den nuvarande lösningen i utomhusmiljöer. Robo-
toperativsystemet (ROS) användes som utvecklingsmiljö med C++ som
programmeringsspråk. Den visuella distansmätningsstrategin bestod i
en bildregistrerings-algoritm som kallas Adaptive Iterative Closest Key-
point (AICK) baserat på Iterative Closest Point (ICP) med hjälp av
Oriented FAST och Rotated BRIEF (ORB) som nyckelpunktsutvinning
från bilder. En rutnätsbaserad lokalkostnadskarta av rullande-fönster-
typ implementerades för att få en tvådimensionell representation av de
hinder som befinner sig nära fordonet inom ett fördefinierat område, i
syfte att möjliggöra ytterligare applikationer för körvägen.

Experiment utfördes både offline och i realtid för att testa systemet i
inomhus- och utomhusscenarier. Resultaten bekräftade möjligheten att
använda den utvecklade metoden för att spåra position och riktning av
kameran samt upptäcka föremål i inomhusmiljöer. Men utomhus visades
begränsningar i RGB-D-sensorn som gör att den aktuella systemkonfi-
gurationen är värdelös för utomhusbruk.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Autonomous vehicles

The automotive industry has been evolving in an accelerated pace for the last
decades. Having vehicles with high-end technological features like localization,
adaptive cruise control, platooning, obstacle detection and autonomous driving have
become the major development priorities for researchers and companies related to
this industry. In this sense safety is consider the number one priority in vehicle
designs. The automotive accidents have two main sources, one is human errors and
the second is system/machine malfunction.

Definitively one of the most challenging topics for autonomous vehicles is to
be aware of the objects in complex and dynamic surroundings [1]. A vehicle can
run into different kinds of obstacles while driving, like other vehicles which work
dynamically and independently, pedestrians, cyclist, wildlife, debris, infrastructure
conditions such as irregular road surfaces, poorly marked roads, and detours, as
well as traffic events as congestion and crashes.

Our eyes are the natural sensors that we use to capture most of the information
from the environment, specially when we are driving. We are able to interpret
that information and estimate/judge distances, identify shapes and classify objects.
However, we are not perfect since we are humans and not machines; in other words,
our sight and capabilities to always make the right decision may vary and it can
lead to accidents.

The use of cameras for image analysis and computer vision systems can outper-
form human eyes and visual cognition. These types of systems are able to observe
at large distances and offer useful information about the elements enclosed by the
field of view. Nevertheless, these systems have two clear limitations. One of the
limitations is that algorithms are still far from the accuracy of interpretation of a
human regarding visual information. The second observable limitation corresponds
to the camera operation, which can be different depending of the working ambient
conditions (e.g sunny, fog, rainy, cloudy, etc). All this imposes the challenge of
camera calibration for different conditions.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

History

The first ideas about autonomous vehicles and automated highways started to ap-
pear during the middle of the twentieth century, mainly as futuristic and science
fiction thoughts. The computational technology around the 1980s, opened the pos-
sibilities to start making that dream come true. The advances made in the last 25
years can be classified into three groups of developments [1].

• Foundation
Between the years 1980 and 2003, studies about autonomous vehicles were car-
ried out by university research centers, some with collaboration of automotive
companies. Two concepts were treated during this period, one corresponds
to the development of automated highways and the second consists in de-
velopment of semi-autonomous and autonomous vehicles, with low or none
dependency of highway infrastructure. The current project is related with the
second topic, therefore the history will be focused on it. At the beginning of
the 1980s, a vision guided vehicle drove at speeds of 100 km/h without traf-
fic at Bundeswehr University Munich in Germany. The NavLab of Carnegie
Mellon University developed a vehicle which drove through the whole country
and steered autonomously (the human operators had control over the throttle
and brakes) 98% of the total trajectory time.

• Challenges
The U.S Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) carried out
a group of challenges between 2004 and 2007 to speed up the technology
development for autonomous vehicles and refresh the public interest on this
sector. The competitors were constituted by teams from technical universities
and automotive manufacturers. The goal of the competitions was to drive
through off-roads or urban areas, obeying traffic rules and driving together
with other autonomous vehicles and human-driven cars.

• Commercial development
The competitions stated above allowed to create bonds between the industrial
manufacturers and university researchers. After the DARPA Urban Challenge
in 2005 the Driverless Car of Google emerged. Since then Google has been
developing cars to the show application of this technology, for example to
offer mobility to blind people (2012). Other companies like Audi, Toyota,
Mercedes Benz, BMW and Tesla have shown their advances on autonomous
vehicles during the annual held International Consumer Electronics Show.

Actual situation

Currently there exist different types of autonomous cars being tested on the streets
of many countries. These vehicles are the base for the automotive market in future
decades once the policy or rules for their operation are fully established both locally
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and internationally. The reliability of the technology involved has been proved and
an example of this is Google, which has been able to log data of more than 800, 000
kilometers without any crash. However, these experiments are still under control
of a human operator in case of risky or unexpected situations. Therefore, a fully
autonomous vehicle is expected to have close to 100% reliability in order to be able
to circulate on the street. This goal of having safe, light weight and efficient vehicles
is hard to accomplish yet with the current technology. This project discusses one of
the many possible solutions that can contribute to get closer to the goal, by using a
visual odometry algorithm and an obstacle detection technique for terrain mapping.

A big diversity of technological solutions has been addressed to make autonomous
driving possible. This includes development of advanced sensors to collect informa-
tion about the surroundings and the relation of the vehicle to its environment, like
sonars, cameras, radars, infrared sensors (IR), LiDaR (light and radar), global po-
sitioning system (GPS), inertial measurement unit (IMU), etc. At the same time,
software algorithms process all the raw data aiming to determine the behavior of
the vehicle when facing different circumstances.

1.2 Motivation

Autonomous driving of vehicles has become one of the main research and develop-
ment technological features for transportation systems. This requires the use and
processing of data coming from different sensory sources. Visual perception can be
exploited through different computer vision algorithms in order to extract relevant
features that will help to determine the vehicle pose and immediate obstacles for
terrain mapping applications.

This project aims to design a system that can take the sensory input from a
depth camera and use it into an accurate real-time terrain map of the space around
the vehicle. The thesis will investigate map representations and estimation or fusion
algorithms.

The target system corresponds to a four wheeled Research Concept Vehicle built
at KTH Integrated Transport Research Lab (ITRL). The result of this project could
then be used as input to other modules of the system such as path planning.

1.3 Problem definition

One important challenge for autonomous outdoor vehicles is in having sensory per-
ception of the surroundings with the purpose of creating an efficient map of a
dynamic environment. The task of major importance involves building and keeping
a reliable model of the environment. In order to fulfill the mentioned task, sensor
measurements will be obtained from an RGB-D camera, Microsoft Kinect v2 specif-
ically, and the data will be processed in real-time to create a 2D map representation.

3
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1.4 Goal
The main purpose of the current degree project consists in the implementation of
a mapping algorithm to perform a 2D representation of a dynamic outdoor envi-
ronment for the KTH research concept vehicle (RCV) from ITRL. One RGB-D
Microsoft Kinect v2 camera is placed on-board the vehicle in order to estimate the
pose of the vehicle through a visual odometry technique and obtain real-time map-
ping representation of the surroundings. The outcome of this project will be used as
input for posterior implementations on path planning and path following. A general
diagram of the steps of the whole process can be observed in Figure 1.1.

 

Kinect v2

•RGB-D data 
adquisition 
(Point Cloud)

Visual 
Odometry

•AICK frame 
registration

•Camera / RCV 
pose estimation

Mapping

• Local costmap 
(rolling window)

•Obstacle 
detection

Figure 1.1: General process diagram

1.5 Sustainable development and ethical aspects
This project is justified in terms of its importance for the automotive industry and
how it is contributing with having safer vehicles in the streets. As mentioned in
section 1.1, human errors are the principal cause of automotive accidents due to
lack of concentration while driving, fatigue, bad response time towards unexpected
events and mainly because of our human nature that characterizes us as imperfect.
Therefore, there exists the necessity to improve or change the driving experience
and be less dependent on human senses replacing them from the control loop with
artificial sensors which can be more reliable over time. The developed system in-
tends to provide vehicles with the capability to estimate their position using visual
information captured by a camera. At the same time, this visual data is used
for detection of objects in the surroundings helping with obstacle avoidance and
path planning solutions in order to prevent possible accidents. In other words, this
project is contributing with the development of autonomous vehicles making them
better under situations of possible accidents compared to the reaction that a hu-
man being can have. The success of autonomous vehicles will depend on convincing
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the society that their use is safer than a car that is manually operated. Although,
humans have a tendency to want control over their transportation systems and it
is not completely sure how a common user will prefer to entrust hers or his safety
to a computer. The evaluation of the results shows how the implementation of the
provided solution fits the social demands for driving safety.

1.6 Outline
This report gives a detailed explanation of the different steps followed to achieve
the goal of the project. The Introduction section provides an overview of the
problem to be solved and the goals to be achieved. The Related works chapter
shows contributions from previous works.

An overview of the theoretical background in computer vision, feature extrac-
tors, keypoints descriptors, frame matching and mapping algorithms are shown in
the Theoretical background chapter. This is followed by the implementation
procedures of those algorithms for obstacle detection and map representation in the
Methodology chapter. This chapter also describes the software tools, together
with the description of the features of the sensors and target system.

The experimental results with their corresponding analysis are presented sub-
sequently in the chapter called Results and analysis, which is finally followed
by the Conclusions and future work recommendations in the last chapter of the
written report.
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Chapter 2

Related work

The current chapter presents the literature study carried out for this degree project.
The main idea is to highlight work done by other researchers which are tied to the
areas of the thesis and at the same time use the information as base to solve the
problem under study. The chapter is divided into two sections, corresponding to the
two main research areas of the project, them being visual odometry and mapping.

2.1 Visual odometry
Self-localization of a mobile system depending only on visual data has become one
of the most attractive research areas in computer vision during the last years. The
industry has been interested in exploiting visual odometry due to the low cost of
cameras which are the sensors involved in this technique [2]. One of the most iconic
implementations of visual odometry corresponds to PTAM (Parallel Tracking and
Mapping) by Klein et al, which is a camera based tracking system for augmented
reality and does not require markers, pre-made maps or inertial sensors [2]. Due to
its successful results it captured the attention of the automotive industry.

Visual odometry comprises a difficult problem and plenty of approaches have
been addressed to find the most efficient and practical solution. There exist a variety
of aspects to be taken in consideration when working with visual odometry. They
can be classified in four groups of systems [2]:

• Feature-based against direct systems

• Global against local systems

• Filter based against adjusment based systems

• Monocular against stereo systems

The systems based on features are characterized by extracting keypoints and
matching them in the following frames. The tracking of the features is used to
follow the motion using matrix estimation, Perspective-n-Point (PNP) or the trifocal
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tensor. On the other hand, direct systems use all the images to create a dense motion
field.

Now considering the second group, the global systems pursue to build a full
map and be able to access previous locations. In this way, it is possible to fix the
current estimate of the trajectory. However, this option is not feasible for automotive
applications due to its complexity and fast response necessity. Instead, having a
local representation of the immediate world information is the current target in
recent researches and implementations, as it is in this project.

Filter based systems intend to have as outcome a smooth trajectory for the
visual odometry and overcome the issues related with noisy measurements. The
alternative is to use bundle adjustment step to fix the map and camera poses by
minimizing the total reprojection error [2].

In the final group, we find the monocular method which utilizes the information
from one camera and in consequence it can be retrieved to a global scaling factor
without more assumptions on the scene. On the other side we have stereo systems,
that can have the transformation between the two cameras to extract more relevant
information like metric scale, and at the same time have data redundancy giving
stability and robustness [2].

The depth data of the Kinect camera (RGB-D sensor) can be used to track the
6DOF pose of the sensor and integrate the measurements into a global volumetric
model, permitting real-time surface reconstruction of complex environments. An
algorithm that allows performing this integration is called the KinectFusion method
and it has four components: system measurement based on a vertex map and a
pyramid map generated from the depth data; surface reconstruction update using
the truncated signed distance function (TSDF) representation; surface prediction
by tracking the live depth frame against the globally fused model using raycasting
of the signed distance function into the estimated frame; sensor pose estimation
through multi-scale iterative closest point (ICP) alignment between the predicted
surface and actual sensor measurement [3].

An extension to the KinectFusion algorithm is presented in [4] making it able to
perform dense mesh-based mapping of extended scale environments dynamically or
in real-time. The idea is to overcome the deficiencies of the KinectFusion and allow
mapping in unbounded areas and environments with poor 3D geometry. This is
carried out keeping the TSDF of the surface being mapped and the previous TSDF
are represented with simpler triangular mesh. The KinectFusion fast ICP was sub-
stituted using the output of Fast Odometry from Vision (FOVIS). The performance
of this method was tested in different scenarios like walking in a lab, walking be-
tween two floors of an apartment, driving around a suburban housing at night with
the camera pointing out of passenger window, walking through a corridor, in or-
der to prove its feasible applications. This type of tests inspired the experiments
carried out about the functionality of systems for the current thesis project. Fur-
ther techniques are being developed to improve the KinectFusion application like
full simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), loop closure detection, mesh
reintegration and global pose, and mesh optimization.

8
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A 3D edge detection approach for RGB-D point clouds and its registration
is presented in [5]. Edges can be classified as occluding edges, occluded edges,
boundary edges, high-curvature edges and RGB-D edges. The approach shows two
applications, an edge-based pair-wise registration and a pose-graph SLAM based
on the registration. The edge-based pair-wise registration is performed using the
data from the RGB-D sensor, 2D key points and their back-projected 3D points
together with the ICP algorithm. The previous can also be addressed implementing
pose-graph SLAM which resulted to have better performance to a state of the art
RGB-D SLAM [5].

A mapping technique was shown in [6] generating 3D maps for indoor en-
vironments using RGB-D sensors. The visual appearance is done using feature
points extracted from RGB images combining them using random sample consensus
(RANSAC). Then the resulting feature matches are combined with ICP in order to
determine the best alignment between frames. Loop closures are detected match-
ing data frames against a subset of previously saved frames. Globally consistent
alignments can be performed implementing pose graph optimization like tree-based
network optimizer (TORO) or using sparse bundle adjustment (SBA). All this pro-
cess is executed in near-real-time and it is capable of handle featureless corridors
and dark rooms [6].

2.2 Mapping

Another important part of this research project is related to grid-based map repre-
sentations, commonly used for path planning. One of the first approaches was the
occupancy grid map, developed during the 1980s by Moravec et all, at Carnegie-
Mellon University [7][8]. The occupancy grid map represents the environment by
partitioning space into a grid of cells. Every cell has the probability of being oc-
cupied by an obstacle giving the measurements of the sensor and the set of sensor
poses. The update of occupancy can be obtained assuming that each cell is inde-
pendent as well as the measurements which allows the application of Bayes rule
[9]. To update the probability of occupancy, it is only required to know the previ-
ous value and an inverse sensor model, and then get the status of the map from a
measurement. Konolige [10] and Thrun [11][12] upgraded the probability model in
order to have a better obstacle localization.

An alternative to the occupancy grid is a costmap representation. In this case
the grid values correspond to costs and not to probabilities, which has shown to be
convenient when it is easier to determine the location of the obstacles. Originally
the costmaps were implemented with binary costs, i.e the cells are being occupied or
free. More recent costmaps applications have added a complex classification of the
cells, assigning different cost values, which vary from free to occupied, called non-
lethal costs or soft constraints [13]. These values have been used in order to represent
different aspects or elements of the environment in the costmaps, like determining
types of terrain and its traversability as in autonomous vehicles applications or

9
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human-robot-interaction. Different cost methods have been developed with the
idea of fulfilling different aspects like considering people’s fields of vision, model
social behaviors, and people-aware navigation [13].

Other methodology based on occupancy maps is addressed in [14], combining
normal distribution transform (NDT) and occupancy grid maps into what is called
NDT-OM. NDT is a spatial representation based on a set of Gaussian probability
density functions. The process comprises the placement of measured points into
equal sized grid cells and then the parameters of a normal distribution are computed
(mean and covariance) for each cell. There are different ways to partition the space:
k-means to cluster points, octree or a fixed size regular grid. The latter being the
most recommended option. The method NDT-OM intends to estimate on a 3D
spatial model with the occupancy and the shape distribution in each cell.

For mobile robot applications, there exist different algorithms to perform or im-
prove the localization techniques, among them is the sliding window filter (SWF)
[15]. This is a smoothing algorithm which can be used in real-time nonlinear appli-
cations like SLAM. Although, the standard SWF has the disadvantage of obtaining
false information from its estimates, therefore it is not completely reliable over
time. [15] explains an observability-constrained sliding window filter (OCSWF)
which counteracts the deficiency of the standard method, examining the lineariza-
tion points for the Hessian matrix in order to prevent that its nullspace dimension
decreases with respect to the batch-MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimator. The
OCSWF guarantees the minimization of the linearization errors both in simulations
and practical experiments in outdoor environments.

10



Chapter 3

Theoretical background

This chapter provides concepts of computer vision, feature extractors, keypoints de-
scriptors, frame registration and mapping algorithms used to find a feasible solution
to the problem at hand.

3.1 Visual odometry

Detection, description and matching of features are the main foundations of com-
puter vision problems. Features correspond to the basic part of information as full
objects, edges or simply points, which are used to perform image analysis and apply
solutions or algorithms for different computer vision applications. These applica-
tions can vary between image stitching, match moving, video tracking, 3D modeling,
gesture and object recognition, robotic visual odometry, terrain mapping and navi-
gation; where the latter three applications correspond to the current project.

Currently there exist different feature descriptors whose efficiency varies accord-
ing to the application. The feature descriptor called ORB (Oriented FAST and
Rotated BRIEF) was chosen for this project. This is a feature descriptor based
on BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features) and FAST (Features
from Accelerated Segment Test).

3.1.1 Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB)

ORB has been selected due to its efficiency and computational cost with respect
to other methods [16], like SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) and SURF
(Speeded Up Robust Features), which are also patented and fee for their use needs
to be paid.

ORB is a method developed for real-time applications, specifically for object de-
tection and feature tracking between images. The method uses first FAST keypoint
detector in the images and then a Harris corner measure in order to find the top
N keypoints. ORB employs a scale pyramid of the image to produce multi-scale
features.
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CHAPTER 3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

To compute the corners orientation, ORB uses the intensity centroid measure
[17][18]. It determines the direction of the vector from each corner point to the
centroid giving the orientation, making ORB rotation invariant.

The moments of a patch are calculated by:

mpq =
∑
x,y

xpyqI(x, y) (3.1)

then the centroid or center of mass are found using:

C =
(
m10
m00

,
m01
m00

)
(3.2)

allowing to determine the vector from the center of the corner O to the centroid,
~OC, and the orientation of the patch is given by:

θ = atan2(m01,m10) (3.3)

Rotation invariance is then obtained by rotating the calculated orientation of
the patch into a canonical rotation, and then computing the BRIEF descriptor.

In ORB, BRIEF is steered or rotated according to the orientation of keypoints.
For a set of features of n binary tests at location (xi, yi), a 2×n matrix S is defined,
which has the coordinates of these pixels. Then by using the patch orientation, θ,
its rotation matrix Rθ is found and the rotated version Sθ of S is computed.

S =
(
x1, · · · , xn
y1, · · · , yn

)
(3.4)

Sθ = RθS (3.5)

This method discretizes the angle to increments of 12 degrees, and builds a
lookup table with precomputed BRIEF patterns. While the keypoint orientation θ
remains stable between views, an accurate set of points Sθ will be used to calculate
its descriptor.

ORB performs a deep search through all possible binary tests with the purpose
of finding features with high variance and means close to 0.5, as well as being
uncorrelated. Since high variance makes a feature more discriminative, responding
differentially to inputs, and uncorrelated so each test can contribute to the result.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of an ORB keypoints matching.
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3.1. VISUAL ODOMETRY

Figure 3.1: Keypoints matching example using ORB with two different views of the
same image. Green lines correspond to correct matches and red dots are unmatched
points [16]

3.1.2 General idea of registration

The concept of registration in the computer vision field is defined as the procedure
of merging multiple images or 3D point clouds in this project, obtained from differ-
ent viewpoints, with the purpose of creating a single representation as a 3D map
or coordinate system [19]. A simpler example to understand this process, is the
creation of a panoramic image from a group of sequential pictures whose similar
parts are stitched together, see example in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: 2D image registration example: panoramic picture, taken from [39]

Since there always exists a difference in pose between images or point clouds
when they are taken, it allows to update the pose estimate between motion changes
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CHAPTER 3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

from the visual information, which makes it suitable for wheeled vehicles or mobile
robots when its pose from wheel odometry is uncertain due to sensor noise or wheel
slip [19]. The registration algorithm implemented in this project is described in the
following sections.

3.1.3 Iterative Closest Point

The Iterative Closest Point (ICP) is a registration technique of three-dimensional
point clouds, commonly used for automatic alignment of data created by a RGB-
D camera or a laser scanner, that is to say, it is frequently used to rebuild 3D
environments from different point cloud scans [20]. It is suitable for applications
like localization, path planning, medical imaging, among others.

This method performs a fixed number of iterations between the points of a pair
of sequential scans to match and register them. On each iteration the ICP algorithm
revises the transformation (the combination of translation and rotation) required to
minimize the Euclidean distance of the points from the second raw scan with respect
to the ones from the first point cloud, and at the end it updates the recreated scene
with the obtained transformation. The algorithm requires an initial estimate of the
transformation between scans in order to line them up, which in the case of a vehicle
application it is provided from the odometry of the wheels (encoders estimate). The
matching of points is usually improved by the use of a 2D feature descriptor like
SIFT, SURF, ORB, etc [21]. In general, the ICP algorithm can be summarized
in two steps, 1) calculate the matches between two data scans (point clouds), and
2) calculate the Euclidean transformation that minimizes the square error of the
distance between pair of matched points. The ICP algorithm pseudo-code is shown
below.
Algorithm 1: General ICP algorithm pseudo-code, taken from [22]
Data: Two point clouds: A = {ai}, B = {bi}
Initial transformation: T0
Result: Transformation matrix, T , aligning A and B
T ← T0 ;
while not converged do

for i← 1 to N (number of points) do
mi ← Find closest point in A (T.bi) ;
if ||mi − T.bi|| ≤ dmax then

wi ← 1 (save point pair (a,b) for match candidate);
else

wi ← 0 (skip match);
T ← arg minT {

∑
iwi||T.bi −mi||2} ;

return T ;
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3.1. VISUAL ODOMETRY

3.1.4 Adaptive Iterative Closest Keypoint

The Adaptive Iterative Closest Keypoit (AICK) is a data registration algorithm
between two RGB-D frames suitable for simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) systems in real-time. This algorithm was developed for RGB-D images
based on Iterative Closest Point (ICP). RGB-D sensors use RGB images to perform
the detection of points of interest called keypoints. Subsequently determine a de-
scriptor for the point applying feature extractors like SIFT, SURF, BRIEF, FAST,
ORB, BRISK or FREAK. Finally, the data registration is done finding similar points
using the descriptors and the geometric constraints. The AICK algorithm weighs
the relevance of a descriptor and its position in order to optimize the transforma-
tion on every iteration [23]. Its most important characteristic is its capability to
weigh the significance of the visual descriptor and the 3D position while iteratively
optimizing the transformation.

According to [23], AICK has been compared to generalized ICP (GICP), 3D
normal distribution (3D-NDT) and a method based on RANSAC. The evaluation
of the four algorithms showed that AICK had the best performance in robustness
to large initial transformations and accuracy of the final result. This algorithm is
suitable for real-time applications since it also gave as result fast convergence and
less computational power requirements.

The AICK algorithm uses a set of invariant keypoints chosen from a big set
of possible points in each RGB-D frame. All the keypoints are linked with a 3D
position in a local reference frame and an appearance descriptor. The stability on
the keypoints is required during several frames, that is to say, the same keypoints
have to be observed in more than a few succeeding frames. The type of feature
detector or descriptor to be used along with the AICK algorithm has to be rotation
invariant, scale invariant and also unaffected by illumination. For this purpose,
ORB has been selected as feature descriptor.

The algorithm performs the data association considering location from depth
images and visual resemblance from RGB images. ICP does the data association
using the position of the points, computing the Euclidean distance, de, between all
pairs of points from two point clouds, then it selects the point with smallest distance
in the second point cloud, while iterating through the all the points in the first one.

In contrast, AICK computes a weighted sum of de and the distance between two
keypoint descriptors dd, as it is shown in equation 3.6:

d(a, b) = (1− w(i))de + w(i)dd (3.6)

where dd is equivalent to the squared L2 norm of the difference in descriptor
vectors scaled by a constant depending in the type of feature descriptor used. The
index i corresponds to the iteration numbers i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} and w(i) ∈ (0, 1) is the
weight set to the feature distance. The algorithm also defines w(i) = αi, where α
behaves as a shrinking factor, making w(i) decrease exponentially on every iteration
i.
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Another difference with respect to ICP is that AICK does not require an initial
guess for the transformation between the point clouds, since for the initial match
the Euclidean distance factor is ignored, which means w(i = 0) = 1. Matches
geometrically close, (w(i) < 1), are allowed from the second iteration onward. This
is executed until the descriptor distance is given small weight as the iterations
increase, i.e., when appearance is no longer considered. When this point is reached,
ICP is implemented to obtain a fine registration.

Establishing the threshold on the distance d(a, b) to identify points on the first
point cloud and not in the second, depends on the values of de and dd. These
values can vary by an order of magnitude and the scale of the value changes on each
iteration i. The next criterion is used to help setting the threshold

d(a, b) ≥ (1− w(i))λe + w(i)λd (3.7)

where the threshold parameters λe and λd, correspond to the outlier rejection
from the Euclidean distance and the feature distance respectively.

AICK limits the search of keypoints in each frame to a reduced subset, which
produces missing some matches, however its performance is not compromised when
compared to ICP. This is due to the fact that the algorithm starts with enough
keypoints. In other words, AICK does not perform an exhaustive search for the
best matches.

The method of learning a ‘vocabulary’ of words (like in the bag of words method)
is used to reduce the cost of matching. It is important to mention that the ‘bags’ are
not used in this application, only the words. These words are learned from different
data that the one used in tests. The words are the mean descriptors contained in
a predetermined amount of clusters with descriptors created from all the training
images during the learning process.

Every keypoint, pk, is associated to a list of its closest words, denoted as Ψ(pk).
The list contains the words to which the descriptor distance of the keypoint is less
than the specified threshold, Rw. This is executed once per frame, therefore if
the frames match with many other frames then there is no need to recalculate Ψ.
Consequently, the matching process is carried out from each point to a subset of
the points of the other frame.

The searching for the closest match to a certain keypoint in one frame is per-
formed using the closest word and looking for all the occurrences of it in the list
Ψ(pk) of the other frame and comparing it to the corresponding keypoints. Having
Rw = ∞, is similar to using the original algorithm. A pseudo-code of the AICK
algorithm having its main steps is presented below.

[24] describes the AICK registration algorithm and emphasizes on methods to
improve its efficiency and accuracy. Performing sub-sampling of the point cloud
in order to be selective with the keypoints and using an adaptive distance metric
benefits the computational cost, i.e., it makes the algorithm run faster. This algo-
rithm can be used in mobile devices like autonomous cars applications where quick
decisions have to be made.
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3.2. TERRAIN MAPPING

Algorithm 2: AICK algorithm pseudo-code
Data: Input frames
Result: Transformation matrix between two sequential frames
BowAICK::getTransformation(RGBDFrame A, RGBDFrame B)
for each keypoint in A do

Possible matches between keypoint A(k) and each keypoint in B using
bow_threshold ;

for i from 0 to number iterations do
update d(a,b):=(1− αi)feature_threshold + αi distance_threshold ;
if d(a,b)≥(1− αi)feature_threshold + αi distance_threshold then

Save point pair (a,b) for match candidate;
else

Skip match this iteration;
for each keypoint in A do

Calculate best (1 to 1) match in B using d(a,b) to find matches;
update Transformation matrix ;
update α;

return Transformation matrix

3.2 Terrain mapping

A navigation system requires large amount of data information coming from one
or more sensory sources like: infrared sensors, monocular or stereo cameras, laser
scanners, LiDaR (Light Detection and ranging), sonars, etc. The output informa-
tion/data provided by those sensors is translated into measurements, allowing to
determine distances to the elements in the surroundings of an autonomous vehicle.
In that sense, this data allows to describe the nearby environment, providing a map
of the terrain where a vehicle is moving.

Every autonomous vehicle needs to have self-awareness of the obstacles existing
on its path in order to make decisions and execute actions to guarantee the physical
integrity of its passengers, its own structure, infrastructure of the surroundings,
people walking, bikers, etc. In other words, the vehicle has to recognize every type
of obstacle in order to prevent possible collisions and differentiate which parts of
the road are drivable and which are not.

The navigation approach of this project is limited to a local map to create paths
in the adjacent distances and evade obstacles. A grid-based costmap rolling window
solution is addressed for local navigation in order to keep the vehicle in the center
of a costmap as it moves through the world, removing obstacle information from
the map as the vehicle moves too far from a given area. This type of configuration
is most often used in an odometric coordinate frame where the vehicle only cares
about obstacles within a local area.
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3.2.1 Occupancy grid
An occupancy grid is a data structure commonly used to have a 2D discrete repre-
sentation of the environment. The grid is composed by an amount of cells, which
are meant to be "occupied" or "empty" in order to show the existence of an obstacle
or free space respectively [9]. This mapping method is particularly convenient when
a vehicle is equipped with range sensors like laser scanners or RGB-D cameras, since
the values of the sensor together with the absolute position of the vehicle are used
to populate each cell.

The cells of the occupancy grid usually have a counter, where the value 0 rep-
resents that the cell has not been seen by the range sensor and in consequence it
corresponds to a free area. While the amount of sensor measurements increases over
a cell, the counter values increases and once it goes above a certain threshold the
cell is set to be occupied by an obstacle. Moreover, if the ranging measurements go
through a touched cell then its counter decreases, meaning that the sensor is actu-
ally hitting a further cell. Decreasing the counters of the cells over time can also
help to show temporary or dynamical objects [9]. An example of an occupancy grid
is in Figure 3.3, the darker the color of a cell, the greater the value of its counter.

(a) Map blueprint (b) Occupancy grid map

Figure 3.3: Example of an occupancy grid map representation, taken from [12]

3.2.2 Costmap
A costmap consists in data structure that permits the representation of points within
a neighboring area that are not dangerous for robot or vehicle navigation in a grid
of cells. This type of map is based on the occupancy grid map of the surroundings.

[13] specifies that a regular costmap stores all the data obtained from sensor
measurements into a singular grid of values, called monolithic costmap. This is a
simple approach since it constitutes only one place to look up the values that de-
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scribe obstacles and to overwrite them. The cell values correspond to costs instead
of probabilities. The values for each cell within the costmap are assigned accord-
ing to the data obtained from three different sources. One source corresponds to
an initial static costmap, built and saved previously. A second source consist in
real-time sensor data (in this case from the Kinect v2), which is constantly updated
according to marking operations, placing obstacles where they are detected accord-
ing to the endpoint of a point cloud scan; and clearing operations to identify free
space between the sensor and the obstacle. The third possible cost source is from
an inflation procedure where space optimization is done by giving values to the cells
close to an obstacle within a predefined radius in order to delimit areas that can
be in collision with the vehicle if its center is at or above that cell. The inflation
procedure prevents checking for possible collisions between the footprint of the ve-
hicle and an obstacle cell on every update cycle of path planning. In this project
the robotic operating system (ROS) package called Navigation Stack was used in
order to address the implementation of the costmap, and further details are given
in section 4.2. See Figure 3.4 for an example of a costmap general representation.

Figure 3.4: Costmap example visualization, taken from [26]. Red cells represent
obstacles in the costmap, the blue cells represent the inflated obstacles, and the red
polygon represents the footprint of the mobile robot

There are two types of costmaps in the ROS package, global costmap is used
for global navigation and local costmap is used for local navigation. In the current
project the latter one is used since an immediate representation of the nearby ob-
stacles is required and there is no need to save the position of all that the RCV has
encountered.

The costmap technique executes map updates at a specified rate. During each
cycle the algorithm performs the following steps [25]:

• Acquisition of sensor data.

• Marking and clearing operations are carried out in the occupancy grid struc-
ture of the costmap layer.
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• The resulting structure of the previous step is projected into the costmap
where the respective values for each cell are assigned according to presence or
absence of obstacles.

• Obstacle inflation is done on every cell classified as a lethal obstacle, in order
to prevent collisions with those cells.

Further explanation about the updating method, states of the occupancy grid
cells and other characteristics can be found in the methodology chapter, in section
4.2.

3.2.3 Layered costmaps
The solution proposed by [13] lies in adding new information to the regular map
but using the layered costmaps technique. This technique was implemented based
on the robotic operating system (ROS) navigation framework. Layered costmaps
contribute managing different type of information or data obtained from different
sources and placing the data into many contexts, see Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Example of a possible layered costmap structure [13]

Update method

First of all, the layered costmaps use a 2D grid of costs which can be used for path
planning applications. As observed in Figure 3.5 a main or master costmap is filled
with the cost information from different layers. This allows to keep tracking of data
coming from different sources, for example laser scans, RGB-D sensors, sonars, etc.
The master costmap is populated with data from each layer in two steps through
an ordered list of layers [13].

The first step consists in an update bounds method, where each layer is surveyed
in order to determine which parts of the costmap are required to be changed. This
is performed iterating over each layer setting a bounding box (initially empty) that
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every layer is required to update. The bounding box can be expanded from one
layer to another depending on the updated area, finishing with a total update of
the master layer [13]. During this step the obstacle layer processes all the incoming
sensor data in order to determine the coverage area and update the content and
size of the bounding box.

The second step executes the update values method, which updates the cost
values of the grid cells within the bounding box of each costmap layer successively.
The obstacle costmap layer for example keeps track of all the marking and clearing
operations, in order to avoid their recalculation on every update cycle, which implies
less computational time since it only requires to check the saved or prior values with
the ones in the master grid, keeping the highest between both. Although, some other
layer might not require to save previous information, therefore their information is
created every cycle [13]. An illustrative example about how the update method is
carried out can be observed in Figure 3.6.

Layered costmaps provide countless possibilities since they can have as many
layers as desired by the user. This allows to perform complex operations individually
on each layer in order to update the main costmap and extend the range of cost
values. In other words, this type of technique allows to combine deterministic layers
(binary obstacle data) and probabilistic layers.

Figure 3.6: Layered costmaps update procedure [13]

The costmap_2d package for ROS, offers three types of plugin-layers that are
used for obstacle representation [26]:

• Obstacles layer: as its name says, this layer is intended to trace the obstacles
detected from sensor data like point clouds or laser scans. This costmap plugin
marks and raytraces obstacles in 2D.

• Voxels layer: performs the same functionality as the obstacle layer, but marks
and raytraces obstacles in 3D.

• Inflation layer: adds extra values around lethal obstacles, making the obstacles
grow aiming to represent the configuration space of the robot.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

The sections contained in this chapter explain in detail the methodology carried out
for the implentation of the visual odometry approach and the map representation
based on the registered data from the RGB-D camera.

4.1 Camera pose

The core section of this project corresponds to visual odometry. AICK was chosen
for the estimation of the pose of the camera which could be interpreted as the
pose of the RCV. This algorithm was implemented using the public library ekz-
public-lib available online as a GitHub repository [27]. The library is part of
a big repository called strands_3d_mapping which encompasses a set of tools
for recreation of 3D maps and, at the same time, using them for navigation and
visualization. STRANDS stands for Spatio-Temporal Representation and Activities
for Cognitive Control in Long-Term Scenarios, which is a european project founded
by the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme, aiming to allow a
robot to execute robust and intelligent interaction in human environments using
methods for adaptation, exploration and navigation during long-term runs.

The ekz-public-lib is coded in C++ language and it contains all the code re-
quired to execute the AICK frame registration algorithm, which is explained in
section 3.1.4. Since this library contains examples about the possible implementa-
tions of its functions, they were used to create a C++ code which runs as a ROS
node in order to estimate the pose of the camera.

A ROS node was created to execute the frame registration and pose estimation.
First of all, the node is subscribed to the camera through the topic /kinect2/depth
_lowres/points, which provides sensor messages type PointCloud2 and it is con-
verted to PCL point cloud type for data processing. A function of the node is in
charge of creating the Map3D object that registers the frames added sequentially
for every new point cloud received. ORB is set in the Map3D object as the feature
extractor with a bag of words of 500 ORB features that are stored in the internal
disk of the computer and loaded from their location to detect the features in every
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incoming frame. Then the registration algorithm BowAICK is invoked which im-
plements AICK with a heuristic matching algorithm and without an initial guess
given, taking two frames as inputs.

BowAICK requires a group of arguments to be set up in order to create the new
matching mechanism inside the Map3D object. The maximum number of keypoints
used by the matching mechanism was set to 300, meaning that out of the 500
ORB features, the best 300 features are going to be chosen in each frame. The
registration algorithm runs 50 iterations to discard bad matches between frames
and end up with the best ones. The shrinking factor that determines the rate
of convergence to find matches is set to 0.8. Finally three types of thresholds are
indicated to avoid or discard bad matches, where the bag of words threshold is one of
them. The distance threshold and feature threshold are set to discard wrong visual
matches using the Euclidean distance information and the feature information for
geometrical matches respectively. The values for these arguments were determined
through empirical methods, i.e., after several executions of the algorithm they were
defined to be a considerable value to provide a good performance and speed up the
registration under the current computational power provided by a mini-PC Intel®
NUC.

Once the registration mechanism has been properly configured, the code routine
continues to add the converted point cloud as a frame. If the incoming point cloud is
the first frame added for registration, then the estimation of the pose is not executed
since the algorithm requires two frames to perform the keypoint matching. Next,
if the number of matches between the last two frames is above a predefined thresh-
old, the pose is estimated for the frames using the Map3D object. The threshold
can be changed depending on the scenario the algorithm is being executed in, i.e.,
having high threshold for scenarios with few interesting features will lead to bad
estimations. From experience, having less that 50 matches between frames, gives a
poor pose estimate; this was tested and the results are discussed in the following
chapter.

The pose estimation returns a 4×4 transformation matrix from where the trans-
lational and rotational components are extracted in order to build a pose message
that will be published through the ROS communication system. The transformation
matrix has the following general representation:

[T ] =


r11 r12 r13 tx
r21 r22 r23 ty
r31 r32 r33 tz
0 0 0 1

 (4.1)

where the 3 × 3 inner matrix composed by the rij elements, constitutes the
rotation matrix and the t elements are the translational coordinates of the RGB-D
camera. The rotational values are converted into quaternion format in order to be
published as a pose message together with the linear coordinates. Figure 4.1 shows
a flowchart summing up the camera pose system.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the camera pose estimator

4.2 Terrain mapping

The selected mapping solution is based on a costmap implementation. For this
purpose, the ROS package called Navigation Stack [25] uses the data provided by
the RCV odometry and the point cloud from the Kinect v2.

The RCV odometry frame transform and message are created in a node called
tf_broadcaster. This node subscribes to the camera pose topic /frame_registration
_pose/camera1 and assigns the respective translational and rotational values to
the odometry transform between the odometry static frame /odom and the RCV
/base_link frame. This frame transformation is carried out by the transform broad-
caster from the Transformation Library (tf), whose function is briefly explained in
subsection 4.3.1. In the same way, this node publishes an odometry type of naviga-
tion message specifying the position (X, Y and Z) and orientation (roll, pitch and
yaw).

The costmap_2d package is used for the actual terrain mapping solution. This
package is one of the components of the Navigation Stack and it is implemented
to create a 2D costmap of the surrounding world out of the sensor data obtained
from the Kinect v2. A short description of the costmap_2d package can be found
in subsection 4.3.1.

As it has been specified in this project, the intention is to have a local repre-
sentation of the RCV surroundings. Having this idea in mind, a local costmap as
an occupancy grid data structure was implemented in the form of a rolling window
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of 10.0 × 6.0 meters with a resolution of 5 centimeters. The rolling window moves
together with the motion of the RCV, keeping it in the center of the window, and
shows every obstacle observed by the Kinect v2 within the specified area.

Details related to how the occupancy grid is updated by the costmap are ex-
plained in the following sections.

4.2.1 Marking and clearing operations
The costmap subscribes to sensors data, corresponding to point clouds from an
RGB-D sensor in this project, in order to be updated. The information from the
sensor is used to perform marking operations by adding obstacle information into
the costmap as an array index in order to change the cost of a cell. On the other
hand, a clearing operation is performed to delete obstacles out of the costmap,
performing raytracing over the occupancy grid from the origin of the sensor towards
each observation. If a three dimensional representation of the obstacles is used, as
in a voxel-layer, then the information of each column is projected over the two
dimensions costmap [26].

4.2.2 Classification of cell occupancy
Each cell can have one cost value within a range of values between 0 (free space)
and 255 (lethal obstacle), but they are spread out in three different ranges of clas-
sification: occupied, free and unknown. A mark threshold determines the amount
of occupied cells from a column in order to be considered as a lethal obstacle. In
the same way, an unknown threshold dictates the number of cells within a column
that are assigned with no information cost and others as free space cost [26]. More
information about the cost values can be found in the Inflation subsection 4.2.5.

4.2.3 Costmap updates
The costmap updates itself at an established frequency rate set as a parameter.
Marking and clearing operations are executed over the occupancy grid structure of
the costmap every time new sensor data arrives during a cycle. The corresponding
cost values are allocated in the costmap as it was specified in the previous section.
At that point, obstacle inflation is executed for each cell that has been classified
as a lethal obstacle; in other words, the cost values are propagated outwards from
each occupied cell depending on an established inflation radius.

4.2.4 Coordinate frame transformations
The tracking over time of the multiple coordinates frames involved in the costmap
application is carried out by the Transformation Library (tf). This step assumes
that a set of frames has been configured, connected to each other and constantly
updated, which involves a global frame defining a global coordinate system (/map),
a robot base frame identified as base frame of the target system or in this case
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the body of the RCV (/base_link), and also the frame of the data source sensor
(kinect2_rgb_optical_frame), see Figure 4.4.

4.2.5 Obstacles inflation

The inflation process consists in propagating cost values outwards from occupied
cells, decreasing with distance. There exists five classes of cost values within a
costmap (see Figure 4.2):

• Lethal: this type of cost indicates a total existence of an obstacle occupying
a cell. In consequence, if that cell were inside of the RCV footprint then that
would imply a collision.

• Inscribed: type of cost which specifies that a cell is less than the target
system inscribed radius apart from the real obstacle. In other words, the
vehicle is in collision if its center is at or over this cost value.

• Possibly circumscribed: this cost is similar to the previous one, but it
considers the circumscribed radius of the vehicle. Therefore, a collision could
occur if the center of the vehicle lies over a cell with this cost value or above
it, depending also on the the vehicle orientation.

• Free space: the cost value is set to zero, indicating that a cell is free and the
vehicle can navigate through that area.

• Unknown: no information is known about this type of cell. The users of the
costmap can interpret it as they prefer.

• The rest of the cost values are allocated in the interval between free space
and possibly circumscribed, according their distance from a lethal cost
value and an exponential decay function.

An obstacle layer was added to the local costmap using the voxel layer plugin.
The voxel layer subscribes to the point cloud topic from the Kinect v2 and projects
down the 3D information into 2D over the rolling window. The voxel layer has been
configured to show every obstacle within the height interval from 0.15 meters to
0.6 meters. Obstacles smaller than the minimum limit can be passed over with the
RCV and obstacles bigger than the maximum limit cannot be passed over with the
vehicle, therefore it is unable to move forward and it has to avoid possible collisions.

The parameter configuration has to be done in a set of layout files, specifying the
common costmap values, the global costmap values and the local costmap values in
separate files. The content of the configuration files can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 4.3 shows the node communication dependency between nodes that pro-
vides a fully operating terrain mapping system, starting with the visual odometry
and finishing with the mapping visualization setup for rviz.
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Figure 4.2: Costmap inflation cost values, taken from [26]

One important part of using the Navigation Stack package is to have a proper
transform tree configured, liking all the frames of the target system. The resulting
transform tree is shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: ROS nodes hierarchy/dependency flowchart for the mapping visualiza-
tion in rviz

Figure 4.4: Frames transform tree
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4.3 System configuration
This section provides a simple description of the computational tools used during
the project development, as well as the physical and hardware characteristics of the
target system.

4.3.1 Software

Here are described the functionalities of the software tools and the packages com-
plementing the implementation of the system.

Robotic Operating System (ROS)

In this project the whole system is implemented in the Robot Operating System
(ROS) Indigo release, supported on Ubuntu LTS 14.04 (Trusty) [28]. ROS is a struc-
tured software environment which facilitates integration of larger software platforms
for robotic implementations. It provides a set of tools, libraries and other compo-
nents, helping to make simpler the collaboration between different areas involved
in the development of autonomous systems. ROS has a big list of components and
features, but some of them are not part of the scope of this project, therefore a
short description of the essential parts used in the studied system are [28]:

• Communication: message passing constitutes a communication system be-
tween different nodes of the system for the data distribution through an anony-
mous publish/subscribe mechanism. An example of its use corresponds to the
subscription of the AICK node to the data published from the RGB-D bridge.

• Transform library (tf): this package allows to track the position of the
parts of a robot or target system with respect to each other. The library
manages coordinate transforms data with several degrees of freedom and fast
update rates. It can handle both static and dynamic transforms.

• Unified Robot Description Format (URDF): this format allows to de-
scribe, in a XML document, the physical appearance of the components of the
target system, such as the dimensions and positions of the body, limbs, wheels,
etc. This facilitates the use of the tf library and in visualization frameworks
like rviz for simulations rendered in 3D. The content of the URDF document
used in the current project is shown in Appendix A and the result of its
implementation is presented in the following chapter.

• rviz: is an environment for 3D visualization of all different data types trans-
mitted through the ROS communication system. With rviz it is possible to
observe messages like point clouds, laser scans and RGB camera images. It
provides visual feedback for problem detection and validation of proper model
operation.
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Point Cloud Library (PCL)

PCL is an open source C++ package that provides many state-of-art algorithms
3D point cloud processing, such as filtering, feature detection, registration and
segmentation among others [29].

A point cloud constitutes a data structure that provides a multidimensional
representation of points, usually giving information about geometric coordinates
(X, Y and Z) which can also include color data, resulting into a 4D point cloud.

This library provides an excellent framework to work with inexpensive 3D time-
of -flight sensors like the Kinect v2 from the Microsoft Xbox One game system. The
sensor creates real-time point clouds and 2D images that can be processed using
the algorithms available in PCL, offering visual perception solutions for autonomous
systems applications.

Kinect v2 software platform

An application program interface with ROS is required to work with the Kinect v2.
One software framework for this purpose is provided by IAI Kinect2 [30], which is
a package with a set of tools and libraries developed at the Institute for Artificial
Intelligence in the University of Bremen, Germany. IAI Kinect2 brings support
for multiple sensors, providing different base names for ROS topics and integrates
static transform publisher using the calibration results. The package contains the
following components [30]:

• Calibration tool for calibrating the IR sensor and the depth measurements
of the Kinect v2 to its RGB sensor.

• Depth registration library for projecting the depth image from the RGB-
D sensor to a color image. It can be integrated with OpenCL to reduce CPU
load.

• Kinect2 Bridge is the bridge between ROS and the open source library
libfreenect2 for Kinect v2 which supports RGB image transfer, and IR and
depth image transfer. The driver lacks registration of RGB and depth images,
audio transfer and firmware updates. The installation steps on Ubuntu 14.04
and further description can be found in [31]. Some important characteristics
of the Kinect2 Bridge are:

– delivers a maximum of 30fps on non-high end hardware and also over
gigabit Ethernet

– supports compressed image transport
– uses multi-core and OpenCL implementation for depth registration.

• Registration viewer allows to observe the combined RGB and depth image
from the camera. It shows the RGB image with the overlaid depth colored
depth image or a registered point cloud.
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4.3.2 Hardware
Microsoft Kinect v2

The Microsoft Kinect v2 (see Figure 4.5) is an RGB-D sensor which is composed by
a color camera with a resolution of 1920×1080 pixels and frame rate of 30Hz, depth
sensing based on time of flight technology with active infrared (IR) illumination,
and array of four microphones for voice recognition, sense location and movement
of people. The depth image has a resolution of 512 × 424 pixels with a field of
view (FOV) of 70 x 60 degrees at 30 frames per second (fps) and can sense objects
within a range 0.5 meters to 4.5 meters [32].

Figure 4.5: Microsoft Kinect v2 [33]

The camera requires an input voltage of 12V, in order to supply the right power,
a rechargeable lead battery of 7000mAh 12V was used. The connections are shown
in Appendix C.

Research Concept Vehicle

The Integrated Transport Research Lab (IRTL) at KTH has a project car called
Research Concept Vehicle (RCV). The vehicle was built with the purpose of testing
innovative technologies for the automotive future, where students and professors
work in collaboration to improve its functionalities.

The main features of the RCV are the following [34]:

• Drive-by-wire technology

• 4 in-wheel electric motors

• Active electric individual steering, camber and traction/braking on each wheel

– FWS, RWS, 4WS
– FWD, RWD, 4WD
– Torque Vectoring, Adaptive Steering, Active Camber

• Light-weight design with carbon-fiber sandwich

• Total weight: 400Kg

• Unsprung mass: 25Kg

• Track width: 1.5m
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• Wheel base: 2m

• 17kW drivetrain (peak)

• 52V 42Ah Lithium battery for 30min drive full activity

• Top speed: 70km/h

Figure 4.6: RCV general appearance, taken from [35]

On-board computer

An Intel®NUC model DC53427HYE was chosen as the computational unit for the
target system, whose acronym refers to Next Unit of Computing. The most notable
features of this mini-PC are the following [36]:

• Processor: Intel Core i5 − 3427U (64bit computing), 1.8GHz with turbo ca-
pability to achieve 2.8GHz, Dual-Core processor with 3MB smart cache

• Chipset: Intel®QS77 Express chipset

• Graphics: Intel®HD Graphics 4000 (Ivybridge Mobile)
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• Intel®Gigabit LAN

• USB ports: one USB 3.0 and dual USB 2.0

• Power requirements: 19V , 65W DC

• Memory: dual-channel DDR3 8GB

• Storage: 120GB SSD

• Chassis size: 116.6mm× 112.0mm× 39.0mm

Figure 4.7: Intel®NUC DC53427HYE appearance of front view(left image) and back
view(right image) [36]

Given that the RCV has a 24V battery, it was required to use a DC-to-DC
converter to supply the right power to the Intel®NUC. It was chosen a step-down
integrated switching regulator (ISR) from Texas Instruments, model PTH78060H
(see Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: DC/DC converter physical appearance [37]

Figure 4.9 shows the placement of the circuit components to obtain the correct
output voltage. Since the NUC requires 19V as input, the components used to
obtain that output from the circuit were:

• Input capacitors (C1 and C2): 10µF - electrolytic

• Output capacitor (C3): 100µF - electrolytic

• Rset: (390Ω × 2) + 1.8kΩ
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The obtained output with the previous configuration was 18.93V and the final
physical circuit is shown in Appendix C.

Figure 4.9: DC-to-DC converter circuit configuration [37]
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Chapter 5

Results and analysis

This chapter presents the experiments and results obtained during the development
of the project. Each section describes the results and discusses their contribution
to the main goal of the project.

5.1 Vehicle-Camera representation

Figure 5.1 shows the 3D representation superior view of the system relation between
the RCV and the RGB-D sensor when it is visualized in rviz. The simulation of
the system was setup using the Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) ROS
package as specified in section 4.3.1. The RGB-D sensor is visualized as a green
cuboid as the frame /camera1. The RCV is represented as a blue cuboid whose
frame name is /base_link.

As shown in Figure 5.1 each frame shows its coordinate axes, where X is the
red axis pointing up, Y is the green axis pointing to the left side, and Z is the blue
axis pointing out of the plane.

5.2 Indoor experiments

5.2.1 Visual odometry in short trajectories

In order to test the pose estimation performed by the AICK algorithm a series of
trials were conducted following predefined trajectories. The tests were executed
manually by placing the Kinect v2 over a box with a height of 8cm at floor level,
where the shapes of the trajectories were drawn with adhesive color tape. The
trajectories were limited to an area of approximately 1m2, describing a square,
a plus sign, a triangle and a grid with four quadrants, see Figure 5.2. Another
characteristic of the experiment is that the objects within the field of view of the
camera were at a maximum distance of 3m when the camera was at the lower part
of the square area; meaning that the objects were inside of the depth range of the
camera (0.5m to 4.5m).
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Figure 5.1: RCV-Camera system visualization (superior view) in rviz; vehicle
/base_link (blue box) with dimensions 2.4m × 1.6m × 0.5m for outdoor tests and
1.2m × 0.8m × 0.25m for indoor tests; /camera1 (green box) with dimensions
0.065m× 0.25m× 0.065m

Figure 5.2: Trajectories: 1m2 square in blue; 0.5m2 triangle in yellow, and plus sign
(0.5m per side) in red

Figure 5.3 shows the field of view of the camera when it was positioned on each
corner of the square facing parallel to the same scene and moving in two dimensions.
It is important to mention that the 2D coordinate system was defined to have the
X-axis pointing positive to the front of the camera and the Y-axis with positive
direction to the right of the camera.

The carried out tests are shown in the following subsections. They evaluate the
reliability of the pose estimation given by the AICK algorithm. The configuration
of the AICK algorithm parameters can be seen in table 5.1
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(a) Square: top left corner (b) Square: top right corner

(c) Square: bottom left corner (d) Square: bottom right corner

Figure 5.3: Observed office scenario by the camera describing a square trajectory

Table 5.1: AICK parameters for indoor trajectories trials

AICK parameters configuration
Number of iterations 50
Shrinking factor 0.8
BOW threshold 0.15
Distance threshold 0.015
Feature threshold 0.15
Matches threshold 80

Square trajectory 1

In this experiment a square trajectory was followed, placing the camera at the
upper right corner and then moving it counterclockwise, trying to keep the camera
as parallel as possible to the front wall during the whole path.

Figure 5.4 presents in (a) the comparison between the planned trajectory and the
camera pose estimation along the path. It is possible to observe that the estimation
of the X-coordinate is more accurate than the estimated values for the Y-coordinate.
The coordinates values of the camera pose at each corner of the square are shown in
Table 5.2, where a reasonably good pose estimate is evident, with an approximate
error of 0.1m over the Y-axis when the camera was moving to the left side of the
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square. One possible reason that can be generating this wrong estimation is the
poorly calibration or synchronization of the RGB image with the depth image.
Unfortunately, after several attempts to have a good calibration of the Kinect v2, it
was not possible to have a better calibration of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
of the camera, see Section 5.4 for evidence of this matter. Positioning the camera
at different heights did not give different results for the Y-coordinate. Figure 5.4(b)
shows the resulting point cloud with the aligned data from the frame registration.
The reconstructed 3D scene shows the trajectory described with the camera with
pink points.
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Figure 5.4: Square trajectory 1: (a) Planned trajectory and estimated pose; (b)
Scene 3D representation after frame registration with pose estimation (pink points)

Table 5.2: Square trajectory 1: pose (X,Y) estimation at each corner in meters

Upper left corner (-0.0464 , -0.9055) (0.0 , 0.0) Upper right corner
Lower left corner (-0.9854 , -0.8608) (-0.9580 , -0.04161) Lower right corner

Figure 5.5 shows the amount of best keypoints matched by AICK between se-
quential frames during the test for 555 recorded frames. On the left side, a histogram
displays the distribution of the amount of pair of frames with the same amount of
good matches binned in ranges of 20 matches. On the right side, the sequential
amount of best matches per pair of frames is plotted, giving a better view of how
the algorithm performs. It is possible to see how the amount of matches is relatively
stable while the scene viewed by the camera does not look excessively different to the
starting point, then when the camera is far back (see Figure5.3(c)), more elements
appear in its field of view and the amount of matches decreases until it stabilizes
again, increasing the total of keypoint matches. Both images make evident that the
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number of matches remained above the defined threshold, meaning that they were
good enough to provide a good pose estimation.
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Figure 5.5: Square trajectory 1 frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair
of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

Square trajectory 2

This experiment repeats exactly the same procedure as in the test above but with
the difference that a larger amount of images was collected in order to discard the
possibility of bad pose estimation due to rapid movements of the camera on the
previous experiment. Here, the number of frames recorded was 1294 compared to
555 frames in the square trajectory 1.

Figure 5.6 shows the result of the pose estimation compared to the planned
trajectory in (a) and the 3D reconstruction of the scene registered by the camera
along the path in (b). Both images show the same pose estimation and in compar-
ison with Figure 5.4, it looks more detailed due to the large amount of calculated
points. Unlike the previous experiment, a certain amount of keypoints matches
were detected under the defined threshold of 80 keypoints, which led to a larger
measurement drift. In this case the values of the X-axis remained as good as in the
previous case. For the Y-axis it gave a better estimate when moving to the left than
when the camera was moved to the right, giving a maximum approximate error of
0.2m. When the registered matches are below the threshold, the current frame is
deleted and the pose estimation keeps the old value.

This test was performed slower than the previous one, expecting better results
both in pose estimation and in keypoints matching. However, the results show
that the larger number of frames led to matches under the set threshold and in
consequence larger pose error. On the other hand, the shape of the described
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trajectory was consistent in both experiments, since the larger drift remained in the
Y-axis.
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Figure 5.6: Square trajectory 2: (a) Planned trajectory and estimated pose; (b)
Scene 3D representation after frame registration with pose estimation (pink points)
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Figure 5.7: Square trajectory 2 frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair
of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

Plus Sign trajectory

For this experiment a different shape was used, it consisted on a plus sign. The initial
position of the camera was at the bottom of the plus sign as observed in Figure 5.8.
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The camera was moved from the initial position towards the front point, then moved
to the center, then to the left point, then to the right and finally moved back to the
initial point passing through the center of the plus sign. The resulting trajectory is
presented in Figure 5.8, where (a) has a comparison between the expected trajectory
and the pose output, while (b) has the 3D scene reconstruction showing the pose
estimate with pink dots.
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Figure 5.8: Plus Sign trajectory: (a) Planned trajectory and estimated pose; (b)
Scene 3D representation after frame registration with pose estimation (pink points)

Figure 5.9 has two images showing the relations between the number of matches
and the number of frames (left image), and the amount of matches per pair of
sequential frames (right image). As in previous experiments, the number of matches
increases while the camera approximates to the observed objects and decreases while
it moves far from them.

Triangle trajectory

A triangular trajectory covering an area of 0.5m2 was used to test the camera pose
estimation when moving diagonally or angled. The camera initial position was
at the bottom left corner of the triangle and then it was moved counterclockwise
keeping the front of the camera as parallel as possible to wall in front as in Figure
5.10. In both images, (a) and (b), show a drift on the right side of the triangle,
due to the complexity of performing the test manually. One important result of
this experiment is that the angled transition can be observed at each corner of the
triangle. As in previous cases the Y-coordinate has the larger measurement error,
which is approximately 0.2m.

As in previous tests, the results about the amount of matches per pair of sequen-
tial frames and number of frames per groups of matches is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.9: Plus Sign trajectory frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair
of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order
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Figure 5.10: Triangle trajectory: (a) Planned trajectory and estimated pose; (b)
Scene 3D representation after frame registration with pose estimation (pink points)

In the right figure it can be observed a pattern described in the previous tests, the
amount of matches increases while the camera approaches the objects in its field of
view, and decreases as it gets farther from them.

Grid trajectory

This test corresponds to a more complex trajectory consisting in a 2 × 2 squared
grid shape, which was formed by squares of 0.25m2 inside of the original area shown
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Figure 5.11: Triangle trajectory frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair
of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

in Figure 5.2. The camera starting point was chosen to be in the center of the grid
and it was moved to cover all the grid lines finishing at the center. The obtained
trajectory due to the pose estimation of the camera is presented in Figure 5.12.
Although this experiment constitutes a complex trajectory and a larger drift has
been accumulated, the path can still be identified in both figures (a) and (b).
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Figure 5.12: 2× 2 Grid trajectory: (a) Planned trajectory and estimated pose; (b)
Scene 3D representation after frame registration with pose estimation (pink points)

Along the trajectory, few sequential frames registered matches below the defined
threshold, see Figure 5.13, which provides good pose estimation in most cases.
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Figure 5.13: 2 × 2 Grid trajectory frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per
pair of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order
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As a final wrap-up of these experiments, Table 5.3 shows the initial and final
points of all tests, which are expected to be similar, since the camera was always
returning to the original position. The second square trajectory corresponds to the
worst pose estimation out of all trials, having an error (shown in red) of −0.074m
in the X-axis and −0.1423m in the Y-axis with respect to the initial point. The
smallest error (shown in green) corresponded to the grid trajectory.

Table 5.3: Start and end points for the pose estimation trajectories

Trajectory Start
(x , y) [meters]

End
(x , y) [meters]

Error
(x , y) [meters]

Square 1 (-0.0003 , 0.0001) (-0.0454 , -0.0167) (-0.0451 , -0.0168)
Square 2 (-0.0008 , -0.0004) (-0.0748 , -0.1427) (-0.0740 , -0.1423)
Plus Sign (-0.0010 , -0.0019) (0.1330 , -0.0611) (0.1340 , -0.0592)
Triangle (0.0010 , 0.0045) (0.0291 , -0.0762) (0.0281 , -0.0807)
Grid (0.0001 , -0.0015) (-0.0141 , 0.0137) (-0.0142 , 0.0152)

5.2.2 Visual odometry in large trajectories
The following three experiments were carried out in order to show the performance
of the AICK algorithm in large indoor environments, where some objects and walls
can be out of the distance range of the Kinect v2. Specifically these environments
correspond to an office, a hallway and a seminar room, identified in Figure 5.14 in
color green, blue and yellow respectively.

Seminar Room

Hallway

Office

Figure 5.14: Plan of the floor where the indoor experiments were carried out

Since the covered area is lager than in the previous experiments, the AICK
parameters were required to be tuned in order to be able to identify keypoints
between sequential frames. In other words, the values of all the thresholds were
increased to find keypoints that are further away from the camera, the corresponding
values can be seen in Table 5.4, which can be used for large indoor and outdoor
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environments. Another parameter that was modified in order to obtain a better
frame registration is the shrinking factor α mentioned in Section 3.1.4. The AICK
algorithm does not require an initial guess for the transformation between the firsts
incoming point clouds, because the calculation of the Euclidean distance is ignored
in the first iteration, meaning α = 1. This shrinking factor α was modified to
allow matches geometrically close since the first iteration, and after several empiric
procedures it was decided to multiply α by a constant value equal to 0.5.

Table 5.4: AICK parameters for large indoor or outdoor environments

AICK parameters configuration
Number of iterations 50
Shrinking factor 0.8
BOW threshold 0.25
Distance threshold 0.15
Feature threshold 0.25
Matches threshold 100

Office

In this experiment the camera was placed over the seat of an office wheel chair and
then moved around the office room from its entrance door and with forward motion
covering most the walking area and then returned in reverse to the initial position
shown in Figure 5.15. Real views of the office can be seen in Figure 5.16.

The trajectory obtained after performing the test is shown in Figure 5.17. The
actual movement of the camera was 5.2m in the Y-axis and 2.5m, but the AICK
pose estimation gave 5.42m in the Y-axis, and 3.8m in the X-axis, which means
an error of 0.22m and 1.3m respectively. Even though there is a clear estimate
error, the obtained trajectory is similar to the one traveled with the camera and
an inflection or turn point can be observed around the point (2.5, 1)m as described
with the red line in Figure 5.15. When the camera has returned to the starting
point, the accumulated error is approximately (0.32,−0.46)m with respect to the
initial position (0, 0).

The amount of keypoints matches during the frame registration increased while
the camera was moved towards the desks in front of the starting point, then, a decay
in the amount of matches is observed around the 200 frames mark due to the turn
taken to reach the end of the office when the objects are further away, followed by
an increment when arriving to half of the trajectory, see Figure 5.18. In some cases
the total of matches between frames did not exceed the threshold of 100 matches,
therefore the pose was not estimated which contributed to the drift error on the
estimated position. However, the effect of the constant that multiplies the shrinking
factor over the frame registration is perceived in the total amount of 300 matches,
which is the maximum amount of possible matches allowed by the AICK algorithm
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Figure 5.15: Office plan showing distribution of desks (yellow items) and chairs
(black items). The red line indicates the trajectory described with the camera,
which was moved from the entrance to the end of the room and then back to the
entrance

(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: Pictures showing office views: (a) view from the entrance door; (b)
view to the end of the office

on this implementations. In other words the frame registration is more permissive
when trying to find similar keypoints between frames.

The following figures of this section show the resulting 3D map obtained from
the frame registration, giving different views from the same room. Figure 5.19
displays two images comparing the same point of view of the end of the room,
where the left one (a) was built using the amount of frames corresponding to half
of the complete trajectory giving almost a clear representation of the real scenario
when it is compared with Figure 5.16(b). On the other hand Figure 5.19(b) was
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Figure 5.18: Office trajectory frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair of
frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

built using all the recorded frames during the complete trajectory; here the drift of
the pose estimate can be observed in the overlapped layers over the tables, chairs
and walls, indicating mismatch between the resulting transformations matrix when
the camera gets to go through the same points previously seen while it is moved
backward.

Figure 5.20 presents a comparison between the front view of the 3Dmap obtained
with the total of frames until the camera got to the end of the room (half trajectory)
and the reconstructed 3D map with all the collected images. This was done in order
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.19: Lateral view of the office 3D map, comparing resulting maps of half
trajectory (a) versus complete trajectory (b); pink dots represent the estimated pose
of the camera

to make visible the effect of the accumulated drift along the motion due to bad or
few matches, mainly on the way back to the starting point. In Figure 5.20(b) the
error is obvious and marked with yellow lines, a mismatch between keypoints gave
as result a skewed map. The reason that the yellow lines form an angle is because
the reconstructed 3D considers all the coordinates from the transformation matrix,
both translational and rotational coordinates. Therefore a noticeable error in the
Z-axis (height) and in the rotation has created a crooked map.

A top-view of the office is shown in Figure 5.21. The same type of comparison
was carried out as in the two figures above, where the first image shows a 3D
reconstruction of the office when half of the trajectory frames are used and the
second image presents the map obtained after completing the path. It is clearly
noticeable how the accumulated error affects the 3Dmap when visiting areas already
covered during the first half of the path, most of the observed objects become
thicker due to the overlapping of similar frames with slightly differences between
transformations, creating this layered result. Although the accumulated error or
drift over time exists, a fairly good representation of the office has been obtained.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20: Front view of the office 3D map, comparing resulting maps of half
trajectory (a) versus complete trajectory in (b) where the yellow lines show the
transformation drift between frames; pink dots represent the estimated pose of the
camera
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.21: Zoom-out view of the office 3D map, comparing resulting maps of half
trajectory (a) versus complete trajectory (b); pink dots represent the estimated pose
of the camera
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Seminar room

The current experiment was carried out in a seminar room with the configuration
shown in Figure 5.22. The camera was held with the hands, approximately at 30cm
above the desks in the center of the room. The bottom left corner of the red line was
the starting and finishing point of the trajectory. The movement with the camera
was not completely linear or continuous along the red line. Instead, taking turns
in the corners were performed with forward and backward movements in order to
prevent 90 degree turns since AICK algorithm has been known to not have rotational
accuracy. Therefore rotations over the axis of the camera were avoided as much as
possible in order to obtain a proper frame registration.

Figure 5.22: Seminar room plan showing distribution of desks (yellow items) and
chairs (black items). The red line indicates the trajectory described with the camera,
showing a clockwise motion, starting and finishing at the bottom left corner

Figure 5.23 exhibits the estimated path by AICK algorithm. Since the camera
was not moved to follow a perfect rectangular shape, a lot of motion can be ob-
served in the corners. Also the extreme points of the rectangle formed by the desks
were not reached. Nevertheless, it is possible to distinguish a rectangular/square
trajectory within the boundaries of the chosen area 2.85m2. After measuring the
most extreme points at each corner of the estimated path, the resulting covered area
was approximately 2.41m2, value that lies within the real surface. The coordinates
(x, y) of the final point when the camera returned to its initial position (0, 0) were
(0.14, 0.19)m.

Unlike the office experiment, in this case a large amount of matches were ob-
tained between frames remaining always above the fixed threshold for pose esti-
mation. A total of 473 frames had an amount of matches between 285 and 300
corresponding to 47% of 988 frames in total, after finishing the whole path, see
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Figure 5.24. This might have happened due to a less cluttered scenario presented
at the seminar room in comparison to the office, which allowed the algorithm to
find proper keypoint matches between frames.
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Figure 5.23: Seminar room trajectory: estimated pose
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Figure 5.24: Seminar room trajectory frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per
pair of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

As final result for this experiment the real views of the seminar room can be
compared with their respective 3D reconstruction after performing the frame reg-
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istration in Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26. Comparing the images in both figures it
is possible to observe a good frame registration obtained with the AICK algorithm.
Similarly to the office example, the elements look layered due to the accumulated
error between frame transformations. Examples of the presence of drift can be seen
mainly with the tables, chairs and walls. A top view of the seminar room is in
Figure 5.27.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.25: Seminar room real view from different angles. Round trajectory of the
camera around the room starting with image (a)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.26: Seminar room 3D map views from different angles; pink dots represent
the estimated pose of the camera
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Figure 5.27: Zoom-out view of the complete seminar room 3D map representation;
pink dots represent the estimated pose of the camera
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Hallway

This final visual odometry experiment was carried out in a long hallway, but due
to its simplicity about interesting visual keypoints some objects were placed on the
floor to provide interesting points that could be recognized and matched during the
frame registration. The setup of the experiment can be observed in Figure 5.28
showing the distribution of the objects and a red line indicating the linear path
traveled forward and backward with the camera over a swivel chair.

33 m

1
.9

7
 m

6.02 m1 m

Figure 5.28: Hallway plan showing distribution of objects like boxes and plastic
containers in yellow, orange, green and dark grey, a bag in red, a blue chair, grey
closets, stairs (striped item) and black curved fence. The red line indicates the
trajectory described with the camera facing always the objects and it was moved
from the right red point to the left red point and then back to the initial position.

The resulting trajectory estimated by the AICK algorithm can be seen in Figure
5.29. During the first half of the path, when the camera is closer to the objects in
front, the estimated pose gave a result considerably good since the error in the Y-
axis varies between −0.08m and 0.18m while the real value should have been closer
to zero. A bigger error was found in the X-axis, where the estimated half-path point
was 6.67m, meaning an error of 0.65m with respect to the real maximum distance of
6.02m. On the other hand, when the camera was moved backwards to the starting
position, the estimated pose behaved similarly to the first half until it reached a
distance of 3m, where a large jump of 0.3m in the Y-axis was registered. This jump
was caused by a erroneous keypoint matching between the frames at that point,
which were blurry due to a sudden motion. As shown in Figure 5.30 the minimum
amount of matches between frames is 149, which corresponds to the moment when
the large jump occurred. After that drop in the amount of matches, a large error
was accumulated finishing at the point (−0.317, 1.036)m instead of the initial point
at (0, 0)m.

Figure 5.31 shows a comparison between the real images and 3D representations
of the hallway at three different points, beginning with the starting point, then a
middle point along the path and then at the maximum distance of the path closer
to the objects in front of the camera. The 3D map was built using the frames of
half of the traveled path to show a good frame registration result, extracted from
Figure 5.32(a).

Figure 5.32 presents top-view of the whole 3D map with three variations. The
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Figure 5.29: Hallway trajectory: Planned trajectory and estimated pose
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Figure 5.30: Hallway trajectory frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair
of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

first one shows the 3D map of the hallway obtained after completing half of the tra-
jectory (see Figure 5.32(a)). The second image corresponds to the 3D map obtained
with the frames of the whole path (see Figure 5.32(b)), which is more cluttered with
respect to the previous due to faulty transformations or pose estimations between
frames. The third image (see Figure 5.32(c)) intends to show the misalignment
between the halves of the road, where the blue color was registered during the first
half (moving forward) and the green color was registered during the second half
(moving backward).

To complete this section, Figure 5.33 presents how the final map is skewed seen
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from the final pose point of view. The error in the Y-axis is clearly observable,
being this the part of the image that is angled and moved to the right with respect
to the starting point at the lower left part. The pink points correspond to the pose
of the camera describing an inverted V shape, evidencing the accumulated error or
drift over time after completing the path.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.31: Hallway real view from different angles vs their similar 3D representa-
tions
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.32: Top view of the hallway 3D map representation: (a) half trajectory;
(b) complete trajectory; (c) color overlap comparison between half trajectory (blue)
and full trajectory (green); pink dots represent the estimated pose of the camera
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Figure 5.33: Final skewed view of the hallway 3D map representation; pink dots
represent the estimated pose of the camera
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5.2.3 Obstacle detection
In order to test the local costmap and the obstacle detection, four scenarios were
used. The first one consists in a manual run inside an office environment, the second
corresponds to a manual run along a hallway, the third one tests performance of the
map with dynamic objects and the last experiment is inside a workshop with the
camera on-board the RCV. The obstacles are represented in a voxel-layer (3D) of
the local costmap, these being projected in 2D over the rolling window of 6m wide
by 10m long and 5cm resolution, see Figure 5.34.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.34: Local costmap (rolling window) with visual odometry and obstacle
visualization in rviz

Office test

This experiment was carried out following the same procedure and setup as in the
square trajectory test above. The camera was moved manually around the borders
of a 1m2 square. Figure 5.35 shows the result of the out follow by the camera,
where the red arrows point to the direction the camera is facing. The obstacles are
represented in 2D by the black areas within the grey rolling window. As the camera
moves, more obstacles appear in the area covered by the rolling window, which is
updated every time a new point cloud arrives with information of objects within a
height range of 0.15m to 0.6m, considered to be an undriveable zone by the RCV.
It is important to mention that this test was performed in real-time with all the
systems online and running at the same time.

The red arrows also allow to know the trajectory followed by the camera, which
started at the top right corner of the square trajectory and then was moved counter-
clockwise until returning to the starting point. Figure 5.36 shows the final position
of the camera. Here is possible to observe a path with rectangular shape, even when
the AICK algorithm did not succeed to provide a good pose estimate, due to motion
blurry images. The map kept all the observed obstacles within the rolling window
area.
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(a) Square: top left corner (b) Square: top right corner

(c) Square: bottom left corner (d) Square: bottom right corner

Figure 5.35: rviz visualization of the rolling window and obstacles in office scenario
while following a square trajectory
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Figure 5.36: Result of the obstacle detection at the office after returning to the
initial position of the square trajectory

Hallway test

The current test aims to show the behavior of the mapping system along a hallway,
traveling a distance of 24m as presented in Figure 5.37. The camera was mounted
over a swivel chair at 0.6m over the floor level and moved forward following the
route described by the red line in the figure.

Figure 5.37: Hallway plan showing distribution of objects like a red container, a
blue chair, grey closets, stairs (striped item) and black curved fence. The red line
indicates the trajectory described with the camera from left to right.

The estimated pose of the camera is shown in Figure 5.38. As shown in the figure,
the obtained trajectory follows approximately the shape of the planned route. The
camera had to be moved 0.6m on the Y-axis in order to avoid the staircase in the
hallway, this movement gave an maximum error of 0.386m. After passing the area
occupied by the staircase, the camera was moved back to a reference of 0m on the
Y-axis. After reaching the final point at the coordinate (24, 0)m the error for both
axis was (−0.34, 0.064)m, which can be considered as an acceptable estimation due
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to its proximity to the ground truth.
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Figure 5.38: Hallway trajectory: Planned trajectory and estimated pose

Figure 5.39 shows the amount of matches between frames decreases while cam-
era passes alongside the staircase (see Figure 5.40) since that part of the trajec-
tory presents less interesting keypoints that can be found by the AICK algorithm,
whereas at the starting point objects like the red plastic container and the blue
swivel chair provide a set of significant keypoints to provide a proper frame reg-
istration. A similar case happened when the camera got closer to the final point
where more keypoints appeared in scene. A set of frames registered matches bellow
the threshold of 100 matches, which created the error over the Y-axis when the
camera was turning to pass by the staircase.

The mapping result is displayed in Figure 5.41 and Figure 5.42. Figure 5.41(a)
consists in the starting position of the system, where two point clouds can be seen
over the 2D gray local costmap, one that shows the RGB-D data of the camera (ROS
topic: /kinect2/depth_lowres/points) and the second shows a colored 3D fringe
(ROS topic: /move_base/local_costmap/obstacle_layer/clearing_endpoints) used
to identify objects that are within a height range between 0.05m and 0.4m and
at a maximum distance of 4.5m. The red plastic container can be observed in
Figure 5.41(a) and 5.41(b) on the left side, first in 3D and then its 2D inflated
representation over the rolling window. Figure 5.41(c) shows the instant when the
camera is starting to pass along the staircase. Figure 5.41(d) shows an erroneous
frame registration on the Y-axis happened since the odometry red arrow shifted
abruptly to the right. This produced also a shift on the visual frames of the camera,
therefore objects previously observed like walls and the yellow fence appear repeated
over the local costmap and moved to the right since it is the motion direction. Figure
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Figure 5.39: Hallway trajectory frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair
of frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

5.41(e) and Figure 5.41(f) show the moment at which the camera is passing the area
along the staircase, here is easy to observe inflated lines representing the walls of
the hallway and on the left side a discontinuity due to the space between the end
of the yellow fence and the left wall.

The final section of the trajectory is in Figure 5.42. These images show the part
from where the camera passes the staircase until it reaches separator/fence on the
left side near the exit door of the hallway. The images can be compared with the
real views, see Figure 5.40(d), (e) and (f), in order to appreciate the distribution of
the elements in the real world against rolling map in rviz.

The final result after completing the test can be observed in Figure 5.43. The
figure presents two images, one with the final state of the local costmap, show-
ing the position of the obstacles with respect to the camera or swivel chair. The
second image consist in the 3D map obtained with the AICK frame registration al-
gorithm. Comparing both images one can see the presence of drift giving a skewed
representation of the trajectory from end to end.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.40: Mapping hallway real view from different points during the test, start-
ing at (a)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5.41: Mapping hallway rviz visualization from different points during the
test, starting at (a) 70
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.42: Mapping continuation hallway rviz visualization view from different
points during the test, starting at (a)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.43: Top view of the hallway final map: (a) rolling window final state with
red arrows showing the odometry trail from start to end and the yellow dashed
line links the odometry frame origin with the camera frame; (b) complete frame
registration 3D map 72
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Dynamic object

This experiment intends to show the updating characteristic of the local costmap for
dynamic objects. In order to enable this function a second sensor observation source
was added to the common parameters of the costmap configuration file. Previously
the operations of marking and clearing were performed by the same observation
source (RGB-D camera point cloud). However, in this case a copy of the first
source was used as a second source for clearing operations while the first one is for
marking operations. The clearing height range of the second source was configured
between 0m and 0.65m, which guarantees the update of the position of dynamic
objects.

During the test the camera remained static over an office desk at 0.7m over the
floor. A flat white board was used as the dynamic object to be registered on the
costmap, see Figure 5.44(a) which shows the initial setup of the experiment with
the camera point cloud (RGB-D data). The initial position of the white board can
be seen marked over the local costmap in Figure 5.44(b). Then Figure 5.44(c) shows
in red the lowest range of the clearing operation at floor level. The white board
was moved to the center of the camera’s FOV as shown in Figure 5.44(d), where a
long strip appeared due to the object position shift and slow visualization refresh
in rviz. The result after the movement of the object is in Figure 5.45(a) and as
it shows, there is no trace of the white board shift or evidence that it has been in
another part of the costmap. The board was moved a step back and its previous
mark over the costmap was updated as before, see Figure 5.45(b). Then the board
was moved one step forward in Figure 5.45(c), but in this case it is still possible to
see the previous position of the obstacle since the camera can not see behind the
object. Therefore if an object moves towards the camera the area behind it will
be occluded and in consequence no clearing operation can be carried out over that
surface. Figure5.45(d) presents the final state of the experiment with the camera
point cloud which generated the previous state in Figure 5.45(c).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.44: Dynamic object detection rviz visualization
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.45: Dynamic object detection rviz visualization
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Workshop test

This experiment was carried out inside of the workshop where the RCV is stored.
The surroundings of the workshop provide a good scenario to test the visual odom-
etry and terrain mapping due to the many tools, boxes, desks, chairs and other
vehicles placed around the room. For this experiment and the successive ones, the
camera was placed on-board of the RCV as shown in Appendix C.

The vehicle started at the origin point (0, 0) and it was driven forward at a
distance of 2 meters and then stopped. A rosbag was recorded on-site for its offline
processing. The result of the test can be observed in Figure 5.46, where the forward
movement of the vehicle is evidenced with the trace of red arrows. At the same
time the map is updated with the obstacles in front of the vehicle, given that they
became closer as the RCV moved. The final estimated pose of the vehicle was
(1.2140,−0.0866) meters for X and Y axis respectively.

(a) Camera FOV initial position (b) Camera FOV final position

(c) Initial position (d) Final position

Figure 5.46: Forward motion with the camera on-board of the RCV with rviz visu-
alization
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5.3 Outdoor experiments

5.3.1 Parking lot
A set of drive tests with the camera onboard the RCV were performed at a parking
lot. Figure 5.47 has a sequence of images showing the view of the objects that
the camera had during the test drive where the car moved forward, stopped at
the workshop entrance and then returned in reverse to the initial position. This
is a common scenario for a vehicle, with cones and other vehicles which represent
obstacles on the road.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.47: Parking lot scene sequence with obstacles on the road

The AICK algorithm was executed to obtain the pose of the vehicle while driving,
but unfortunately the results showed the inability of the whole system to carry out
that task outdoors. Figure 5.48 presents the results of the amount of matches per
pair of frames (left plot) and the number of sequential matches (right plot), where
it is clear that the amount of matches never surpasses (maximum of 39 matches)
the threshold of 100 matches (see Table 5.4) that is considered enough to have
a good pose estimate. In consequence, it was not possible to perform the pose
estimation and no result of the trajectory described by the vehicle was obtained.
This can be used as evidence of the sensor distance range limitation from 0.5 to 4.5
meters, since the parking lot has large open areas without near obstacles that can
be detected. Section 5.4 explains in detail the evidence of the camera limitations in
large environments.
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Figure 5.48: Parking lot frame matches: (left) Amount of matches per pair of
frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order

5.3.2 Test track
Two trials were carried out at a test track. The experiment setup consisted in a
set of obstacles, six traffic cones and two yellow flexible plastic hose rolls, placed
parallel to the front of the vehicle at 5m of distance, having all the objects inside
the field of view of the camera. In both tests the RCV started at an initial position
5m away from the objects and approximately at the middle of the objects placed
on each side. First the vehicle was driven towards the objects in front, then it was
returned to the initial position, subsequently it was driven to the left side and then
to the right side, always returning in reverse to the starting position after each
transition. The only variant between both tests was the position of the obstacles,
which is shown in Figures 5.49 and 5.51. These figures show a sequence of images
of the initial, front, left and right positions, from (a) to (d) in both cases.

As in the parking lot test, the results were not satisfactory from the point of
view of being able to perform the pose estimation during the motion of the vehicle.
Figures 5.50 and 5.52 show that the AICK algorithm never manages to obtain
more that 100 matches between a pair of sequential frames. Nevertheless, in both
examples the amount of matches increases while the camera or the RCV gets closer
to the obstacles and decreases as it moves away from them.

These results confirm the existence of hardware limitations due to the short
distance range of the camera, which makes it not feasible for large environments
applications where few objects or keypoints are located within the coverage area of
the infrared sensor. The situation limits the implementation of the AICK algorithm
due to its dependency of the RGB and depth images to perform frame registration.
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(a) Initial position (b) Center position

(c) Left position (d) Right position

Figure 5.49: Test track scene sequence 1 with obstacles setup in front
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Figure 5.50: Test track frame matches 1: (left) Amount of matches per pair of
frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order
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(a) Initial position (b) Center position

(c) Left position (d) Right position

Figure 5.51: Test track scene sequence 2 with obstacles setup in front
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Figure 5.52: Test track frame matches 2: (left) Amount of matches per pair of
frames; (right) Matches per pair of frames in sequential order
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5.4 Camera limitations
While performing experiments both in indoors and outdoors environments some
limitations were observed in the functioning of the camera. The images from the
camera showed lack of synchronization between RGB images and depth images.
Also the infrared sensor has problems when it comes to obtaining measurements
from shiny or reflective objects.

Figures 5.53,5.54 and 5.55 are showing three examples where it is evident the
poor synchronization between the RGB images and the depth images. In the first
example at the parking lot, it is possible to see in point cloud, Figure 5.53(b), that
the depth sensor was receiving measurements from the closest objects which were
mainly the floor, the traffic cones in the field of view of the camera. However,
while moving the RCV, the silhouette of the traffic cone on the right was shifted
to the right, since its space was filled by other elements (grass and asphalt) of the
background of the image and not with the colors of traffic cone. This problem was
also perceived in Figure 5.53(c) where the RGB and depth images are overlapped
showing a shifting to the right of the depth shadow.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.53: Camera faulty calibration example 1 at parking lot: (a) color image;
(b) point cloud image; (c) color and depth image combined

Figure 5.54 and Figure5.55 are showing more evidence of the faulty calibration
between the RGB and depth images while the vehicle was driven around the parking
lot. Figure 5.54 is part of the motion sequence after Figure 5.53. Here the depth
image also shows a shift to the right, since the traffic cone silhouette is not aligned
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with the cone in the RGB image. The same problem can be seen in Figure 5.55
with the silhouette of the car.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.54: Camera faulty calibration example 2 at parking lot: (a) color image;
(b) point cloud image; (c) color and depth image combined
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.55: Camera faulty calibration example 3 at parking lot: (a) color image;
(b) point cloud image; (c) color and depth image combined
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The two types of problems described at the beginning of this section exist in
Figure 5.56. Reflective tape was adhered in different patterns to a group of seven
traffic cones (see Figure 5.56(a)). The resulting point cloud image (see Figure
5.56(b)) shows that the areas with reflective tape are empty or black spaces as it
happens when the measurements are out of range due to objects placed far away
or when an object is occluded. The misplacement of the empty areas over the
reflective tape in the point cloud image confirms the lack of calibration, which
affects negatively the performance of the AICK algorithm since it depends on the
correct alignment of the RGB and the depth images.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.56: Camera faulty calibration and reflective objects example at workshop:
(a) color image; (b) point cloud image; (c) color and depth image combined
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and further work

The current Master’s thesis project has been developed with the purpose of creating
a terrain mapping system for a four-wheeled research concept vehicle using a RGB-
D camera as sensory component to acquire information of the environment around
the vehicle.

The color and depth images from the camera were used together in the imple-
mentation of a sequential data registration algorithm for visual odometry called
Adaptive Iterative Closest Keypoint (AICK). With this technique the pose estima-
tion of the camera was obtained and its performance was tested with a series of
experiments following paths with geometrical shapes. The experiments had reason-
able and successful results showing the capability of the AICK algorithm to provide
a reliable pose estimate with visual information at indoor environments, although
the measurements drift during long runs. On the other hand, the experiments car-
ried out at outdoor environments gave poor results, where the AICK algorithm was
unable to give a good pose estimate due to hardware limitations. The algorithm
functionality has been compromised by the technical features limitations of the
RGB-D sensor and mainly because of the short range of the camera infrared sensor,
which is incapable of providing distance measurements of objects positioned further
away than 5 meters. This implies an important restriction for outdoor applications
and principally for autonomous driving where most of the objects in the surround-
ings are located further away than the distance range of the Kinect v2. The camera
performance is also affected by shiny and reflective objects like car paint, car plates
and traffic signs, since these kind of surfaces reflect the infrared light of the sensor
into other directions, which makes it impossible to retrieve any measurement.

However, the camera has high definition RGB images that can be used in other
visual odometry approaches like monocular SLAM or stereo visual odometry tec-
niques without the use of the infrared images which could provide better results in
outdoor/large environments. Furthermore, the Kinect v2 is a home entertainment
device for video games interaction, developed to remain on a fixed position and its
movement on-board a vehicle can lead to images with motion blur. This undermines
the sequential data registration due to the impossibility of performing good feature
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extraction for each frame matching.
A terrain mapping solution was carried out using a costmap data structure

approach. The type of map used corresponded to a local map represented as a
sliding/rolling window with a defined coverage area where the obstacles detected by
the camera had to be projected in 2D over the map surface.

A variety of different project ideas could be given based on the obtained results
of this Master’s thesis. An improved ORB feature extractor could be implemented
creating a binned bag of words model, that can be trained separating the set of
training images into several sections (grid type) and extracting a large number of
keypoints out off each bin. This approach could allow to identify more keypoints in
new scenarios, which could also improve AICK frame registration.

The AICK algorithm could also be improved by adding to it a feature that
enables dynamic adjustment or scaling of the thresholds according to the distance
that most of the measured points are located from the camera. This means that
the AICK parameters could be auto-adjusted to optimal values depending if the
keypoints of the images are located near or far from the RGB-D sensor. Loop closure
methods can also be used to avoid cumulative error of the frame registration that
makes drift the transform or pose estimation.

Another approach that could improve the implementation of AICK consists in
sensor fusion of a high definition camera together with a LiDaR sensor measuring
distances to objects within a range of more than 100 meters. The data from the
RGB images captured by the camera could be combined with the point clouds of
the LiDaR matching points with pixels and then executing the AICK algorithm.
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Appendix A

URDF file setup

A.1 model.urdf

<?xml ve r s i on=" 1.0 "?>
<robot name=" RCV ">

<l i n k name=" base_link ">

<v i s u a l>
<o r i g i n xyz=" 0 ␣ 0 ␣ 0 "/>
<geometry>

<box s i z e=" 2.4 ␣ 1.6 ␣ .5 " />
</geometry>
<mater i a l name=" metal ">

<co l o r rgba=" 0 ␣ 0 ␣ 255 ␣ 0.8 " />
</mater i a l>

</v i s u a l>

<c o l l i s i o n>
<o r i g i n xyz=" 0 ␣ 0 ␣ 0 "/>
<geometry>

<box s i z e=" 2.4 ␣ 1.6 ␣ .5 " />
</geometry>

</ c o l l i s i o n>
</ l i n k>

<l i n k name=" camera1 ">
<v i s u a l>

<o r i g i n xyz=" 0 ␣ 0 ␣ 0 "/>
<geometry>

<box s i z e=" .065 ␣ .25 ␣ .065 " />
</geometry>
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<mater i a l name=" plastic " >
<co l o r rgba=" 0 ␣ 177.5 ␣ 0 ␣ 0.9 " />

</mater i a l>
</v i s u a l>

<c o l l i s i o n>
<o r i g i n xyz=" 0 ␣ 0 ␣ 0 "/>
<geometry>

<box s i z e=" .065 ␣ .25 ␣ .065 " />
</geometry>
<con t a c t_c o e f f i c i e n t s />

</ c o l l i s i o n>
</ l i n k>

<j o i n t name=" camera1connect " type=" fixed ">
<or i g i n xyz=" 1.4 ␣ 0 ␣ 0 " rpy=" 0 ␣ 0 ␣ 0 "/>
<parent l i n k=" base_link "/>
<ch i l d l i n k=" camera1 "/>

</ j o i n t>
</robot>

A.2 Graphic URDF visualization

base_link

camera1connect

xyz: 1.4 0 0 
rpy: 0 -0 0

camera1

Figure A.1: URDF elements connections generated with urdf_to_graphiz com-
mand
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Appendix B

Move base configuration

B.1 costmap_common_params.yaml

---
# I n d e p e n d e n t s e t t i n g s for the local p l a n n e r ’s
# c o s t m a p . D e t a i l e d d e s c r i p t i o n s of these
# p a r a m e t e r s can be found at
# http :// www . ros . org / wiki / c o s t m a p _ 2 d

global_frame : /map
robot_base_frame : b a s e _ l i n k

f o o t p r i n t : [ [ 1 . 2 , 0 . 8 ] , [ − 1 . 2 , 0 . 8 ] ,
[ −1 .2 , −0 .8 ] , [ 1 . 2 , −0 . 8 ] ]

t rans form_tolerance : 0 . 5

l e tha l_cos t_thresho ld : 1 0 0 . 0

i n f l a t i o n_ l a y e r :
i n f l a t i o n_rad i u s : 0 . 0 5
i n f l a t i on_padd ing : 0 . 0 5
co s t_sca l i ng_fac to r : 1 0 . 0

obs tac l e_ layer :
max_obstacle_height : 2 . 0
obstac le_range : 4 . 5
raytrace_range : 5 . 0
track_unknown_space: true ;
publish_voxel_map : true ;

observat ion_sources : p o i n t _ c l o u d_ s e n s o r
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point_cloud_sensor :
{ sensor_frame : k i n e c t 2 _ r g b_ o p t i c a l _ f r am e ,
data_type : P o i n tC l o u d 2 ,
t op i c : / k i n e c t 2 / d e p t h_ l ow r e s / p o i n t s ,
marking : true , c l e a r i n g : true ,
obse rva t i on_per s i s t ence : 2 . 0 ,
obstac le_range : 4 . 5 , r a y t r a c e _ r a n g e : 5 . 0 ,
min_obstacle_height : 0 . 1 5 , m a x_ o b s t a c l e _ h e i g h t : 0 . 6 ,
expected_update_rate : 0 . 0 }

p lug in s :
# - { name : static_map ,
# type : " c o s t m a p _ 2 d :: S t a t i c L a y e r "}
# - { name : footprint ,
# type : " c o s t m a p _ 2 d :: F o o t p r i n t L a y e r "}

- {name: o b s t a c l e _ l a y e r ,
type : " costmap_2d :: VoxelLayer " }

- {name: i n f l a t i o n _ l a y e r ,
type : " costmap_2d :: InflationLayer " }

---

B.2 global_costmap_params.yaml

---
# I n d e p e n d e n t s e t t i n g s for the local p l a n n e r ’s
# c o s t m a p . D e t a i l e d d e s c r i p t i o n s of these
# p a r a m e t e r s can be found at
# http :// www . ros . org / wiki / c o s t m a p _ 2 d

global_costmap :
global_frame : /map
robot_base_frame : b a s e _ l i n k
update_frequency : 1 . 0
publ i sh_frequency : 0 . 0
static_map : f a l s e
rol l ing_window : true

width : 2 0 . 0
he ight : 2 0 . 0
r e s o l u t i o n : 0 . 1

---
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B.3 local_costmap_params.yaml

---
# I n d e p e n d e n t s e t t i n g s for the local p l a n n e r ’s
# c o s t m a p . D e t a i l e d d e s c r i p t i o n s of these
# p a r a m e t e r s can be found at
# http :// www . ros . org / wiki / c o s t m a p _ 2 d
local_costmap :

global_frame : / odom
robot_base_frame : b a s e _ l i n k
update_frequency : 1 . 0
publ i sh_frequency : 0 . 5
static_map : f a l s e
rol l ing_window : true
width : 1 0 . 0
he ight : 6 . 0
r e s o l u t i o n : 0 . 0 5
map_type: v o x e l
# The z o r i g i n of the map in m e t e r s .
or ig in_z : 0 . 0
# The z r e s o l u t i o n of the map in m e t e r s / cell .
z_reso lu t i on : 0 . 0 5
# The n u m b e r of v o x e l s to in each v e r t i c a l c o l u m n
z_voxels : 10
# The n u m b e r of u n k n o w n cells a l l o w e d in a c o l u m n
# c o n s i d e r e d to be " known "
unknown_threshold : 9
# The m a x i m u m n u m b e r of m a r k e d cells a l l o w e d
# in a c o l u m n c o n s i d e r e d to be " free ".
mark_threshold : 0
# W h e t h e r or not to p u b l i s h the u n d e r l y i n g voxel
# grid for v i s u a l i z a t i o n p u r p o s e s .
publish_voxel_map : true
p lug in s :

# - { name : o b s t a c l e _ l a y e r ,
# type : " c o s t m a p _ 2 d :: O b s t a c l e L a y e r "}
# - { name : footprint ,
# type : " c o s t m a p _ 2 d :: F o o t p r i n t L a y e r "}
- {name: o b s t a c l e _ l a y e r ,

type : " costmap_2d :: VoxelLayer " }
- {name: i n f l a t i o n _ l a y e r ,

type : " costmap_2d :: InflationLayer " }
---
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Appendix C

System montage on RCV

C.1 RGB-D sensor placement

Kinect v2

Figure C.1: Location of the Kinect2 on the RCV
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C.2 DC/DC converter circuit

Figure C.2: DC/DC converter circuit board
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